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The auxetic effect in fabrics made from synthetic fibers is getting huge attention recently, and a lot of research has been carried out to induce the auxetic effect in nonwoven

materials. Heat-compression treatment and needle-punching to obtain out-of-plane auxetic response are one of the major methods. However, the auxetic response in materials that

are completely biodegradable and eco-friendly has not been analyzed yet. This research focuses on achieving an out-of-plane auxetic response in biodegradable nonwoven

composites synthesized from natural hemp and Polylactic acid (PLA). Biodegradable nonwoven composites were prepared by needle punching and solution immersion method

and an auxetic effect were induced by compressing the composite at a certain temperature. The needle punching method for preparing nonwoven produced vertical fiber columns

inside the nonwoven hemp whereas heat-compression treatment developed structural changes such as columns inclination and buckling inside the composite. Application of

uniaxial force onto the biodegradable heat-compressed nonwoven composite reorients the inclined and buckled columns to produce an auxetic effect.

Auxetic Composite Vs Conventional Composite

The ratio of the change in the width per unit width of a material, to the change in its length per unit length, as a

result of strain.
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• Composite materials with a negative Poisson's ratio.

• When stretched, become thicker.

• Contract when compressed.

• Can be used in energy absorption applications.
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